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Why Should Japan be Concerned 
About Jeju Reparations and 

Reconciliation?: From the Peace 
Islands of Hokkaido and Jeju

Professor Kunihiko Yoshida
(Hokkaido University, Japan)

Abstract

 The joint international educational project has been developing between Hokkaido University and 
Jeju University based on reparations cases in both islands of tragedies. There are many reasons why 
I as a Japanese civil law/ reparations scholar have got interested in the Jeju tragedy: the need for 
building peace-making network, the historically- strong relationship between Jeju and Japan, and the 
continuity of violence between the Korean right-wing soldiers at the Jeju mass killing and the Japanese 
soldiers in the colonization era. The challenges of Jeju reparations are still immense: including most 
importantly, unfinished individual symbolic and economic reparations and the US responsibility. To 
attain true reconciliation, more Americans should know these past injustices in accordance with the 
theoretical framework/ process of reconciliation: (1) fact findings of past injustice and their recognition, 
(2) the admittance of historical responsibility (3) sincere apologies and supplementary reparations from 
perpetrators’ sides, and then (4) forgiveness from victims’ sides. As for the Jeju tragedy, international 
efforts towards this direction is imminently required.
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Ⅰ. Introduction: Hokkaido University’s 
Global Educational Project

Super-Global Universities in Japan

 It has now become an annual event for Hokkaido 
University to send several of its students (both 
undergraduate and graduate students) from the 
School of Law to Jeju Island. This is undertaken 
in cooperation with Jeju National University and is 
especially thanks to the tremendous efforts of Prof. 
Ko. I am very grateful for the contributions of those 
at both universities that have enabled this exchange 
to flourish over the last several years. Hokkaido 
University was chosen as one of the 13 top super-
global universities in Japan in September 2014, and 
our future plans consist of (1) developments of the 
Nitobe educational international programs in English 
and the establishment of (2) a new Department 
of International Interdisciplinary Science Program; 
(3) Learning Satellites of Hokkaido University to 
be instituted abroad; and (4) Summer Institutes at 
Hokkaido University.
 In this sense, our joint overseas educational project 
at Jeju National University is a pilot program and 
can be considered a Learning Satellite of Hokkaido 
University in Jeju, and all the faculty and staff 
of the department of International Relations are 
now looking forward to promoting our programs 

in this new era of globalization. Thus, we shall 
continue this program and expand it bilaterally 
with the financial support of Hokkaido University 
and other organizations. In the near future, we are 
planning to strengthen our bilateral joint educational 
relationship through (a) continuing to send Hokkaido 
University students to Jeju; (b) inviting/ receiving 
Jeju University students to our university; and (c) 
inviting to Hokkaido and Jeju prominent American 
reparations scholars, such as Professors Eric 
Yamamoto (Univ. of Hawaii); Roy Brooks (Univ. of 
San Diego); John Torpey (CUNY); Alfred Brophy 
(Univ. of North Carolina); Martha Minow (Harvard 
Law School); Carlton Waterhouse (Univ. of Indiana) 
etc.for eventual collaboration by many diverse 
interests in Jeju, South Korea and the U.S. to bring 
about full reconciliation. The future of Jeju 4.3 social 
healing is alive. There is hope that working together 
will help reconcile the events that happened so long 
ago and foster a comprehensive and enduring social 
healing process for the families and communities 
that were lost and for all involved. There is clearly 
a desire of the local Jeju survivors and families of 
4.3 to advance the mutual interests of the people 
of Jeju and the governments and people of South 
Korea and the United States and strengthen our 
bonds through reading National Committee Report 
on Jeju April 3rd Truth and Reconciliation. Thanks.”

Jeju landscape/airport

(Yoshida’s introductory lecture)

 This introductory lecture for Hokkaido & Jeju 
universities’ Bultuk Forum deals with the topic 
of ‘Why Should Japan be Concerned About 
Jeju Reparations and Reconciliation?: From the 
Peace Islands of Hokkaido and Jeju’. Both of our 
universities are located in the peripheral area of 
Japan and Korea: Hokkaido is the northern most 
island in Japan and Jeju is the southernmost island 
in Korea. The former used to be called ‘Ainu moshiri 
‘(Ainu Land) and it has been conquered by central 
government since the Meiji restoration. On the 
other hand, Jeju was considered the island of exile 
during the Choson dynasty and has experienced 
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Ⅱ. Why Is a Japanese Legal Scholar 
Interested in the Jeju Tragedy?

1. The Peace Island Network Project (Prof.Ko)

(the exhibit of bones and remains excavated from the site 
of Jeju Airport)

(Former President Roh’s apology speech at Jeju in 2003)

(Hokkaido University is one of the most spacious 
and most beautiful campuses in Japan. But very few 
people know it used to be a village of Ainu people, the 
indigenous people in Hokkaido. After their conquest, our 

university was established more than 100 years ago.)

the successive hardships in the 20th century. The 
most prominent of these include the provision of 
slave labor for the fortresses of the Japanese Army 
during WWII, and the April 3rd tragedy/mass-killing 
from 1948. The bones and remains of the tragedies 
were excavated throughout the 2000s at the Jeju 
Airport site.

 For the last decade Professor Chang-Hoon Ko has 
advocated the worldwide peace island networking 
plan and has held many events related to this, 
partly in response to the sincere apology for the 
Jeju tragedy issued by former President Moo-Hyun 
Roh in 2003. I have great regard for his aspirations 
and have joined his annual interdisciplinary summer 

seminar as a teaching faculty for the past several 
years as.
 With regard to our bilateral peace networking 
efforts between Hokkaido and Jeju Universities, let 
me first explain the affinity between two islands. 
Namely, while both islands of Hokkaido and Jeju 
are now considered resort islands, they used to 
be islands of tragedy. During WWII, 58 out of 135 
Chinese slave labor sites were located in Hokkaido, 
and allegedly 150,000 Korean were deported from 
Korean peninsula to Hokkaido shortly before the 
end of WW II, while there are less than 6000 ethnic 
Korean in Hokkaido at present. On the other hand, 
there was miserable mass killing in Jeju from the 
late 1940s. Both of us are now facing the issues 
of reparations and reconciliation, and we have 
to take historical injustice seriously for attaining 
reconciliation and social healing. 

Hokkaido University in wintertime

2. The Strong Relationship Between Japan and 
Jeju

 As the special exhibit about ‘Jeju Islanders in 
Japan’ at the Jeju National University Museum 
near its central gate shows, there has been a 
strong relationship between Japan, especially the 
Osaka area, and Jeju. 150,000 out of 580,000 
(25.8%) ethnic Korean in Japan are from Jeju. This 
astonishingly high rate is contrasted to the fact that 
the population of Jeju is less than 1% of Korean 
population including North Korea. Now many of 
them are facing the racial discrimination in Japanese 
society. Thus, I’d like to deal with the Jeju matter 
as part of Japan’s problems.
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Kim Shi-jong(金時鐘) (2010. 4)
: a famous ethnic Korean poet who narrowly escaped 
Jeju in 1949

Kim Dong-il(金東日) at the Jeju ceremony in 
2008
: she was arrested and tortured, but narrowly 
escaped to Mokpo in 1950, then to Japan. She is 
running a mom&pop Bento shop in Tokyo. She is 
not classified as victims of the 2000 special statute 
and her honor has not been recovered.

(Kimigayo-maru: Gundaehwan in Korean)

(Jeju Korean in Osaka: from Jeju Univ. Museum)

（pictures of slain Jeju Islanders without any trials, which 
remind me of massacred Jews in concentration camps)

 The high rate of Jeju Islanders in Japan is of course 
due to the regular ferry boat named ‘Kimigayo-maru’ 
(Gundaehwan) between Osaka and Jeju running from 
1922 to 1945, but I suspect many Jeju islanders 
escaped the tragedy and moved to Japan. A famous 
Korean resident, Shi-Jong Kim金詩鐘） is a good 
example who narrowly escaped the Jeju tragedy in 
1949. Ms. Dong-Il Kim（金東日）is another good 
example. She was arrested as rioter/insurgent, 
Bokto in Korean, and tortured and detained for 100 
days, but narrowly escaped the murder and fled to 
Mokpo, the southern port city of Korea in 1950, and 
then smuggled into Japan in 1958. She now runs a 
mom & pop rice box (Bento) Shop in Edogawa Ward 
in Tokyo. However, she is not classified as a victim 
of the Jeju tragedy yet, because she was too close 
to the core group of guerillas1.

1. The former director of the April 3rd Institute, Chang-Hoo Kim has written a monograph on the life of Ms. Dong-Il Kim (金昌厚・漢拏山へひまわりを――済州島４・３事件を体験し
た金東日の歳月 (Bringing Sunflowers to Halla Mountain: Life of Ms. Dong-Il Kim and Her Experience of Jeju April 3rd Massacre)（新幹社、２０１０）).

3. The Korean Army Backed by the U.S. that 
Slaughtered Jeju Islanders and its Continuity 
with the Japanese Violent Army in WW II

The way Jeju Islanders were slaughtered
(Illegal detentions without trials)
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2. See, the National Committee for Investigation of the Truth about the Jeju April 3rd Incident, The Jeju April 3rd Incident Investigation Report (translated by the Team of Jeju 
National University for the Jeju April 3rd Investigation Report)(Jeju April 3rd Peace Foundation, 2013) 651.

3. For example, Mr. Seok-Pom Kim（金石範）, a famous ethnic Korean writer /novelist in Japan whose parents are from Jeju, made a remark that 50,000 to 70,000 had been killed 
in his dialogue with Mr. Shi-Jong Kim（金石範＝金詩鐘（文京洙編）・なぜ書きつづけてきたか、なぜ沈黙してきたか――済州島４・３事件の記憶と文学 (Why Has One Writer 
continued writing on the Jeju Massacre, while the Other Keeps Silent?: Memory and Literature about the Jeju April 3rd Incident) （平凡社、２００１））at 172~.

4. Mr. Shi-Jong Kim sticks to the figure in his recent book（金詩鐘・朝鮮と日本に生きる――済州島から猪飼野へ（Life in Korea and Japan: from Jeju to Ikaino）（岩波新書）（岩波書店、
２０１５））at 178.

5. Shi-Jong Kim, id. at 175.

(Bukchon Ri Elementary School: Several hundred (circa 
450-550) of villagers out of 1200, including lots of children 
and elderly, were massacred near the elementary school on 

January 17th, 1949)

(Darangshi Cave is where 11 civilians were suffocated to 
death by the Korean police with fire and smoke in 1948. 
This picture of the ritual was taken shortly after the cave 
was found in 1992, with casualties untouched for several 
decades after the massacre.To your left at the bottom, 
you can see lean Prof. Ko, when he was a director of 4.3 
Research Institute. He was besieged by the Korean police 
and KCIA and he had to go to his mentor, Prof. Moon-Yeon 
Lee’s house in Seoul to hide himself for security reasons.)

(Memorial of the Bukchon Ri Massacre)

 The number of victims in Jeju itself (30,000 to 80,000) 
is shocking. About 15,000 people have been identified 
as victims. The official report says it was 25,000 to 
30,0002, but formerly I learned from the Japanese 
literature that the figure is higher3. Mr. Shi-Jong Kim 
still argues in his recent book that the figure should be 
more than 50,0004. The way they were slaughtered is 
beyond description. It was the Korean holocaust. The 
peaceful territory project of Franklin Roosevelt that was 
compatible with Jeju islanders’ idea was substituted by 
the confrontational plan of Harry Truman.
 I feel sorry for victims in Jeju as a Japanese scholar 
because I notice some similarity in terms of violence 
between the Korean army here and the WW II 
Japanese army on the Chinese continent, at places like 
Nanjing（南京）or Pingdingshan（平頂山）. The ultra-
right wing group, called Seo-cheon（西青）, the North 
West Youth association, was sent to Jeju to suppress 
and kill Jeju Islanders. Those soldiers used to belong to 
the Japanese army until the end of WW II, a couple of 
years before the Jeju mass killing started. Furthermore, 
we have to remind that many of them were affiliated 
with the most violent elements in the colonization 
period, called ‘Tokkou’, the Special Police Section of 
Korean Peninsula5.

4. The Research on Jeju Masskilling Started 
Earlier in Japan from 1980s

 Fourth, the research into the Jeju Tragedy started 
earlier in Japan than in Korea. Ethnic Koreans in 
Osaka area have long worked on this issue, and 
consequently research on the Jeju tragedy started 
earlier in Japan because it had been a taboo in Korea 
for a long time until the early 1990s. I first visited 
Jeju by joining one of the Japanese study groups that 
made grassroots investigations of the mass killings. 
On the other hand, in Korea, discussion of the Jeju 
massacre was forbidden under the dictatorship. 
Prof. Ko was intimidated and besieged by the Korean 
police when he decided to release publicly what had 
occurred in the Darangshi Cave in 1992. According to 
colleagues, he would have been killed by the state, if 
the Korean democratization had been delayed.

The Ritual at Darangshi and Prof.Ko in 1992

 Until recently, there was another negative legacy 
called ‘guilt by association’. For example, Ms. Yeon-
Rim Cho always takes care of our students as an 
excellent intellectual historical bus guide when we 
do some field-work at the sites of the Jeju tragedy. 
She was Prof. Ko’s student in the late 1980s at Jeju 
National University. But she has a secret. Her uncle 
was arrested and killed during the Jeju Tragedy. She 
could not become a government official against her 
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6. In this sense, Prof. Martha Minow’s work ( e.g., Between Vengeance and Forgiveness: Facing History after Genocide and Mass Violence(Beacon Press, 1998); Breaking the 
Cycles of Hatred: Memory, Law, and Repair (Princeton, 2002)) is worth mentioning.

7. See, Prof. Roy Brooks’ work (Atonement and Forgiveness: A New Model for Black Reparations (U. California Press, 2004)141-; International Redress for Past Atrocities: A 
Theory of Redress, 5(1) World Environment and Island Studies 11(2015)) on this score. 

8. Mr. Shi-Jong Kim also emphasizes the important role of the US Army and its ideology of ‘anti-communism’ in the Jeju massacres at the dialogue mentioned above (supra note 3, 
at 92, 160).

wish, by what is called “guilt by association” system, 
however talented she is. In that sense, the tragedy 
continues. Thus, research on the Jeju tragedy started 
earlier in the 1980s and 90s in Japan especially 
among ethnic Koreans spearheaded by the Jeju 
Islanders in Japan.

Ms. Cho Yeon-Rim; an excellent guide and her 
secret

(Ms. Yeon-Rim Cho, the second from left)

(Jeju Tragedy Memorial Hall, where more than 14000 
victims’ memorial tablets are stored according to regions)

(In front of the vast tombs at Jeju Peace Park for 
unidentified victims of preliminary arrest in many 

penitentiaries in Korea in the 1950s

Ⅲ.  The Aim of Reparations Studies

1. How to Change the Cycle of Hatred

 The Jeju April 3rd massacre can be closely examined 
as an Asian reparations case, and used to consider 
how we can change the cycles of hatred to reconcile 
the relationship between antagonistic nations/
groups, and how to build a normalized relationship. 
In this sense, we are working on reparations from 
the relational perspective6. The term ‘reparations’ 
should be used more broadly and it includes sincere 
apology, constructions of memorials or parks etc.6

 To overcome this vicious cycle, it is important to 
know the detail of past injustice and the historical 
responsibility of the perpetrators’ side. Sincere and 
faithful apologies and some other similar symbolic 
acts to express their moral regret/ repentance 
such as rituals, construction of memorials, etc., as 
opposed to superficial monetary provisions, play 
important roles in the field of reparations in terms of 
restorative justice7. For example, the failure of the 
Asian Women’s Fund shows this feature of reparation 
and historical reconciliation process. The same thing 
can be mentioned about Jeju mass-killing and its 
social healing in the aftermath.
 Incidentally, Jeju case is related to the American 
responsibility/ reparations, because the historical 
injustice perpetrated by the Korean force in Jeju 
was backed by the U.S. army which occupied Korea, 
even though very few Americans realize its historical 
responsibility even today8.
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9. Eric K. Yamamoto, Interracial Justice: Conflict & Reconciliation in Post-Civil Rights America (NYU Press, 1999)174

2. Theoretical Frameworks: The Purpose and 
Process of Reparation and Reconciliation 

 Reparations are the means of offering restitution for 
grave mass torts which include infringement of basic 
human rights related to international human right law 
and are often related to ethnic/racial conflicts. Law 
of torts is the basic course of civil law education, 
but tort law textbook still rarely include reparations 
despite their importance. 
 The process of reconciliation is as follows:
（Ⅰ）Fact-findings →（Ⅱ）Admission of Past 
Injustice & Historical Responsibility →（Ⅲ）Apology 
& Reparations →（Ⅳ）Forgiveness by Victims 
 * Notice that the latter stage is presupposed by the 
former stage! 
 First, fact-findings of past injustice, and second, 
admission of its historical responsibility from 
perpetrators’ side. It’s important that these two 
stages should be done by the perpetrators’ side. 
Then, third, sincere apology and supplementary 
monetary compensation should be given. Then, as 
the final stage, forgiveness might be given from the 
victims’ side and their relationship can be normalized 
as reconciliation.
 And it’s important to realize that the latter stage of 
this process is presupposed by the former stage. 
To take comfort women case as an example, many 
Japanese politicians tend to say we are tired of 
making apologies. However, conservative politicians 
including Prime Minister Abe, on the other hand, 
try to deny the forcibleness in recruiting comfort 
women and slave laborers as the (I) level despite lots 
of supporting testimonies by survivors themselves. 
In such situation, can such apologies be considered  
genuine?
 With regard to this process of reconciliation, 
Professor Eric Yamamoto already discussed the 
theoretical framework by using different terms: (I) 
Recognition; (2) Responsibility; (3)(4) Reconstruction 
and Reparation. These are 4R in his comprehensive 
work on Native Hawaiian reparations9. His process 
order of Reconstruction and Reparation might 
be different from my (Ⅲ)(Ⅳ) stages, but it is an 
interactive process and it might reduce to similar 
theoretical considerations in this sense.

3. The Expansion of Reparations Remedies

 In a reparations context, the function of tort 
remedies should be expanded to include the 
atonement function which presupposes the 
admission of tort and tortious responsibility by 
tortfeasors. The purposes of tort law is, on the other 
hand, usually considered:( i) (ex-post)monetary 
compensation; (ii) (ex-ante) prevention /deterrence 

of tortious behavior, and (iii) punishments/sanctions 
of tortious act.
 However, the importance of apology rather than 
monetary compensations, in the reparations contexts 
has been emphasized from various perspectives. 
In spite of its interdisciplinary studies, it is still 
neglected in the legal academics. Then the scope 
of remedies must be increased to include, in 
addition to monetary damages, for example, ①
history education, or ②constructions of memorials, 
because of the importance of the acknowledgment 
of the past injustice by perpetrators and by their 
nation, as well as ③symbolic actions of apology in 
front of victims themselves (ex. in front of  comfort 
women themselves, instead of George Bush ) , 
④return of remains to relatives, and ⑤rituals to 
overcome tragedies and genocides, because of 
their importance for the consolation of the victims’ 
damaged feelings and their forgiveness about past 
injustice. 

4. Legal Response by the Japanese and Korean 
Adjudication

 The Japanese Supreme Court has rejected 
the request for legal reparations in Nishimatsu 
Construction Com. Case regarding Chinese slave 
laborers on April 27th, 2007 through an interpretation 
of the waiver clause in international treaties such as 
Sino-Japan Joint Declaration in 1972. Nevertheless, 
it supported voluntary moral reparations and thus 
settlements followed in 2009.

The Memorial of the Nishimatsu Settlement at 
Tasuno, Hiroshima Pref.
(The settlement in October, 2009 for 360 
victims include sincere apology and 250 million 
payment.)

 Furthermore, there have been revolutionary 
developments in Korean adjudication: First, the 
political inaction with regard to comfort women 
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10. Eric Yamamoto, Miyoko Pettit, and Sara Lee, Unfinished Business: A Joint South Korean and United States Jeju 4.3 Tragedy Task Force to Further Implement 
Recommendations and to Foster Comprehensive and Enduring Social Healing Through Justices, 15 Asian-Pacific Law & Pol’y 2, at 66-67(2014). See also, Tae-Ung Baik, 
Justice Incomplete: The Remedies for the Victims of the Jeju April 3rd incidents, in: Gi-Wook Shin et al. eds., Rethinking Historical Injustice and Reconciliation in Northeast 
Asia: The Korean Experience (Routledge, 2008) 94-.

11. Notice that the protection by the statute of 2000 regarding the Jeju Tragedy is still limited in the sense that it didn’t admit individual reparations.
12. To use the term of Prof. Amartya Sen, economic reparations are reparations for capability building. See, do., Development as Freedom (Anchor, 2000).

(sex slave) practice that infringes the basic human 
rights of the victims was rendered unconstitutional 
by a decision of the Korean Constitutional Court 
on August 30th, 2011. Second, remedy for Korean 
slave laborers at Shin-Nittetsu & Mitsubishi Steel 
Company was admitted, because the reference of 
prescription was considered abuse of right and the 
issue deemed outside of the immunity clause of 
Japan-Korea Treaty in 1965, according to a decision 
of the Korean Supreme Court on May 24th, 2012.  

Ⅴ. Some Analysis of Jeju Reparations: 
Achievements and Challenges in the 
21st Century――What Should be Done 
in the Near Future?

1. What Has Been Done and What Has Not 
Been Done

 There are many reparations cases in East Asia, 
such as those on forced slave labor, comfort 
women, massacres in China. Furthermore, there is a 
worldwide moral shift regarding reparations, starting 
from holocaust and post apartheid reparations. Let us 
think about Jeju reparations against the backdrop of 
this world trend.

(the official report about the Jeju April 3rd 
tragedy of 1948-54)

(Mr. Moon-Kyo Lee, president of the Jeju April 3rd Peace 
Foundation, signing his name on the English version of 
the official report published from his foundation in 2013)

 Looking at the aftermath of the Jeju tragedy in the 
21st century through the framework mentioned 
above, it seems heading in the right direction finally 
after several decades of inaction at the turn of the 

century: (1) After half a century, the publication of 
truth-finding report in 2003 under Roh’s Presidency. 
The publication of its English version in 2013 was 
also an epoch-making event. (2) The construction 
of the memorial peace park, launched in 2006 and 
opened in 2008. (3) The memorial museum built 
in 2008. (4) President Roh payed a visit to Jeju to 
make an apology in 2003 and 2006. His speech 
was impressive, but it was still insufficient in many 
respects. 

 According to the recent analysis of the University 
of Hawaii Law School team10, his speech was 
incomplete in the sense that it didn’t mention the 
nature of violence, the details of human right’s 
infringements, and the long-term trauma Jeju 
Islanders have suffered and it didn’t deny the 
mischaracterization as ‘communist uprising’. 
Furthermore, it didn’t mention the US involvement at 
all.
 Simply put, regarding Jeju Tragedy, what has been 
done is as follows: (1) the publication of Truth-
Finding report; (2) constructions of a memorial 
museum, memorial halls, and a peace park; (3) honor 
redemption for most victims; (4) annual mourning 
ritual; and (5) bones/remains excavation. These are 
all reparations made by the Korean state.
 However, what has not been done is: First, (1) 
reparations/ reconciliation regarding the involvement 
of the US. Second, (2) various individual reparations, 
such as medical expenditure compensation11, (3) 
symbolic reparations, and (4) economic reparations 
that include: job training, education funding, welfare 
reallocation etc12. Third, (5) extending the scope of 
victims and honor redemption/reparations is also 
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13. Yamamoto et al., supra note 10, at 66-67.
14.  I had a chance to meet Mr, Seong-Su Hong, a former president of the Association for Bereaved Families of April 3rd Victims together with Professors Ko and Torpey, in order 

to listen to the recent situation of remedies for victims and their families in July, 2015. According to Mr. Hong, the number of victims and their families is 58,000 at present.
15. See, John Torpey, “Making Whole What Has Been Smashed”: Reflections on Reparations, 73 J. of Modern History 333, at 335-(2001); do. ed., Politics and the Past: On 

Repairing Historical Injustices (Rowman & Littlefield Pub., 2003)10-; do., Making Whole What Has Been Smashed (Harvard U.P., 2006) 54-. The need for structural /
institutional reparations regarding slavery emphasized by Professor Waterhouse (Carlton Waterhouse, The Good, The Bad, And The Ugly: Moral Agency and the Role of Victims 
in Reparations Programs, 31 U. PA. J. INT’L L. 257, at 281~(2009)) also reminds me of this dichotomy. See also, Yamamoto et al., supra note 10(2014), at 79-80 with regard 
to the Jeju Tragedy.

16. Jeff Spinner-Halev, Enduring Injustice (Cambridge U.P., 2012).
17. Brooks, supra note 7 (2004), at 98-100, 111-112, 138-140.
18. For many concrete cases of reparations across the globe, see, e.g., Elazar Barkan, The Guilt of Nations: Restitution and Negotiating Historical Injustices (Norton, 2000); do. & 

Alexander Karn eds., Taking Wrongs Seriously: Apologies and Reconciliation (Stanford U.P., 2006)153-; Pablo de Greiff (The International Center for Transitional Justice) ed., 
The Handbook of Reparations (Oxford U. P., 2006).

19. On this point, see, Michael Bazyler, Holocaust Justice: The Battle for Restitution in America’s Courts (NYU Press, 2003) xi-, especially xii-xiii.

(The meeting with Mr. Hong (at right) in July, 2015. Prof. 
Ko (at left) arranged this meeting and Prof. Torpey (the 

second from right) joined this meeting.)

the challenge for the near future and is related to 
removing the mischaracterization of the tragedy as a 
‘communists uprising/insurgency13.

2. Future Proposals for the Time Being: 
Focusing on the Taxonomy of Reparations

 With regard to the future challenges of reparations 
for the Jeju Tragedy victims and their families14, the 
taxonomy of symbolic and economic reparations 
advocated by a reparations sociologist, John Torpey 
of City University of New York (CUNY), is notable.
 Professor Torpey argues that reparations are divided 
into two groups: (1) commemorative/symbolic 
reparations, including for example, holocaust r.; 
Japanese-American internment r.; comfort women 
r.; ‘stolen generation’/’boarding school’ issues r., 
on the one hand and (2) anti-systemic/economic 
reparations, including for example, slavery and Jim 
Crow related r.; post-apartheid r.(‘Black Economic 
Empowerment’); Ainu and other indigenous peoples’ 
r., on the other hand15. Through this dichotomy of 
reparations, Professor Spinner-Halev only admits 
latter ((2)) as enduring injustice16.
 How should we analyze Jeju reparations with regard 
to this taxonomy? Mr. Hong and Professor Ko argue 
that Jeju cases are located in both categories. In 
this case, when we think of the future reparations 
for the Jeju tragedy, we should take a classificatory 
approach: First, symbolic reparations should be 
admitted for all the victims and their related families 
for their symbolic recognition and honor redemption. 
The 20,000 US dollars granted to each victim as 
Japanese American interment reparations might 
offer a comparable case for this kind of symbolic 
money. Second, for the economically and medically 
needy, further economic reparations should be 
provided. According to Prof. Torpey at the meeting, 
some sociological investigation of the economic and 
medical conditions of victims and their families is 
immediately needed to respond to their urgent needs 
and realize economic reparations.
 Jeju reparations litigations have been just filed in the 
summer of 2015 by around 100 related victims. The 
adjudicatory approach towards the Jeju tragedy will 
attract attentions in the near future, but eventually 
the legislative approach should be recommended for 
reparations, as Professor Brooks argues17. Especially 

when the number of victims and their families are 
large as in the Jeju case, I also think that some 
collective measures will be needed pragmatically 
and logistically for the legislative branch to attain 
reconciliation.

3. The Issue of U.S. Responsibility with Regard 
to the Jeju Tragedy

 Following the history of reparations after WWII, 
you’ll understand that Post-Holocaust and Post-
Apartheid movements are two epoch-making 
events and that the USA plays a leading role in this 
movement of moral shift toward reconciliation across 
the globe18. The USA contributed a lot for holocaust 
restitution to promote Germany’s reparations in many 
ways19. The legislative reparations were attained in 
the Japanese-American Internment case and the 
Native Hawaiian case in the late 1980s and 1990s 
and the US Congress adopted a resolution regarding 
comfort women issues in 2007. On the other hand, 
the amnesty approach taken in South Africa by its 
TRC (Truth and Reconciliation Committee), most 
prominently by Nelson Mandela, Desmond Tutu, 
for example, is revolutionary for debates regarding 
reparations. As Professor Yamamoto argues, 
efforts toward reconciliation is important to attain 
the democratic legitimacy, i.e., the legitimacy as a 
country committed to democracy & human rights in 
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the international community20.
 However, with regard to the Jeju tragedy, efforts at 
reparations by Korean government have regressed 
since 2007 due to conservative dominance 
domestically. In this case, the international 
movement is effective. I agree with President Geun-
Nye Park’s accusation of Japanese government 
about comfort women reparations. So what about 
reparations for the Jeju Tragedy? She’s never 
visited Jeju during her presidency since 2012 to 
reconsider her father’s past deed and the budget for 
Jeju reparations has been shrinking in recent years 
despite insufficient or non-existent measures for 
individual compensation mentioned earlier.
 The American responsibility for backing the violent 
mass killing by Korean soldiers was first discussed 
more than a decade ago by Professor Ko21 and has 
been recently analyzed in detail by the University of 
Hawaii team, who propose an international taskforce 
to socially heal Jeju’s people through justice22. 
However, international movement towards Jeju 
reparations is still slow and stagnant.
 In this case, why don’t we start with reparations 
process chart shown above. Regarding the Jeju 
Tragedy, most Americans still do not know the 
US involvement. Let’s read the Translated Official 
Report and visit the Jeju Museum! Recognition of 
past injustice and its responsibility from perpetrators’ 
side((Ⅰ)(Ⅱ)) forms important bases of reconciliation 
in the chart.
 The Jeju Islanders are still wounded physically, 
mentally, and financially. In response to my 
question about the future challenge, Mr. Mun-
Kyo Lee, president of the Jeju April 3rd Peace 
Foundation, instantly pointed out the need for further 
investigation of the U.S. involvement and its broad 
recognition among American. We must not forget 
that many of them fled to Japan and still suffer from 
the wounds, poverty, and racial discrimination even 
in Japan.

(There are bunch of proofs for the US backing for the Jeju 
Massacre occurring in the peacetime after the end of WWII.)
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